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CORRESPONDENCE
Third wave of COVID-19 Epidemic in Pakistan
Sara Mumtaz, Sana Gul

ABSTRACT
Third wave of COVID-19 is thought to be intensifying in Pakistan in March 2021. It was confirmed by
government officials that the spread was started from the areas where many Pakistanis from UK were residing.
Genome sequencing of coronavirus by National Institute of Health, Pakistan revealed that it is UK strain that has
started spreading in country.1,2 By March 25, 2021 confirmed cases of COVID were 640,988 with 37,985 active
cases, 14,028 deaths and 588, 975 recoveries.3 An alarming situation is developing in the country again as
mortality rate due to new strain in high.1 The situation of vaccination is not up to the need of country and
Pakistani is lagging behind if we compare it with other countries like India.2 On February 1st, 2021 Pakistan
received its first coronavirus vaccine made by Chinese company Sinopharm as a donation from Chinese military
to Pakistan army. This vaccine was later contributed to the Pakistan national vaccine drive to provide it to health
4
workers all over the country. Now Pakistan is also vaccinated the people over the age of 60 and has received
5
more vaccines from China. However, we must be aware that COVID-19 is a highly infectious disease and
scientists are yet not fully aware about the behavior of coronavirus. The best practice for the prevention and
control of this virus is still relies on taking appropriate precautionary measures.
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